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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
The study of the asymptotic behavior for nonlinear diffusions of t,he type 
is a well-known topic. For large times, any nonnegative solution with an L’ initial datum tends 
to 0. Using standard analytical tools like Nash type inequalities and Holder’s interpolation 
involving the L1 norm (mass), the asymptotics are easy to study (see, for instance, [l]). Under 
appropriate assumptions on f’(u), the L’J norm of u(t, .) (with q > 1, of course, since the mass 
of u is preserved) decays with an algebraic rate, which is optimal, for example. in the power- 
law case. Because it uses in an essential way the fact, that the asymptotic st,ate is 0. such 
a simple approach fails to give any hint about intermediate nsymptotics. i.e.: how t,o find an 
explicit solution u,(t, .) such that the difference with u(t. .) has a faster decay (for instance, 
in L1j than u,(t, .). Estimates in Lq based on interpolation and comparison t,echniquts are more 
or less standard, but getting estimates in L1 is more delicate. To this end. ent,ropy methods 
have received a lot of attention in the last few years: for linear parabolic equat,ions [2,3] and for 
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nonlinear diffusion problems [4-S]. If f(7~) = u'lL, rquat,ion (1) can be transformed via a suhable 
space-time resealing into an autonomous equation 
I: - Af(v) + v (‘UVV), T- (2) 
with V(x) = (1/2)]3]‘, where the additional drift 011’ corresponds to a confinements term that 
prevents the runaway of the solution. The optimal rate of convergence of the solution 19 of (2) 
towards a unique st,ationary solution is exponential (see [7]), and can be trnnsfornic~tl iin an 
intermediate asymptotic result for (1). The goal of this paper is to show that an ;~i)l)ro;ich 
based on time dependent resealings and entropy dissipation techniques can also be successful 
when f is not a power law, but behaves like a power law in a neighborhood of 0. This is nat,ural. 
since solutions of (1) tend to vanish as time becomes large. Here we use a generalized Sobole?’ 
inequality (see [4-71) and its scaling properties to st,udy the interrnedl;atr asymptotics of (I). We 
refer to [7] for questions of existence, and :assume that entropy and entropy product,ion functionals 
are always well defined. The inte7mediate asymptotics are st,udied in the spirit of the Csiszti~~- 
Kullback inequality (see [6,8-lo]). 
Consider a solution 1~ E Co@.+, L:(E@)) of (1) corresponding to an initial datum (11~~~~ = 1~~ 
and define M = ]]uo]]L~(~~~). The time-dependent resealing 
transforms equation (1) into a Fokker-Planck type equation, namely 
‘V, = e “L%f (e-%:) + v (.1X)) (4) 
provided r(f) = log(R(t)), with 711Tzo = 710 if R(0) = 1. R(t) t_“+,X t11’2+’ r”--ll”l being a solut,ion of 
dR 
dt= 
R(l-7+-l for 1n > 7) 
If f( u) = 1L7’1, the explicit dependence on T disappears in (4)) u is a solut,ion of (2)) t,hc in twmdiatr 
asymptotics are described by u,(t, n:) = RPd(t)ll, (x/R(t)), where ‘11, is t,hc unique stat~ioiiarv 
solution of (4) with rnass M = /] 1~0 Ll(w,~J (see below for the definition of (r,(M)): I] 
(it is of Barenblatt-Prattle type if m # 1, see [6]). If f(0) = 0 and lin~,_or(f(z~)/~7’L) t (0. +oo), 
it is reasonable to expect that equation (4) will give the correct description of the intermediate 
asymptotics of equation (1) with R given by (5). 
Consider first a solution of (2). As in [7], the entropy defined by J,<,(H(1)) + (1/2)iz]“~,) d:r. 
where H”(u) = f’(z~)/u, is decreasing: 
d 
z R’i S( 
v/x + TUT(V dx. 
Under appropriate conditions on f: the right-hand side controls the relative entrop;y, i.e., the 
difference of t,he entropy of v and the entropy of the stationary solution u, (see below), by 
means of a generalized Sobolev inequality (see [7]) for any zl E L1(Iw”), 
H(7i) + ;lxl% 
> 
dx - C, (IIuII~I(~,~)) 5 f J,,, ~1 1.1. + VH’(c)I” dx. (6) 
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where Cd depends on IIuI/L~(w,~) as follows: Cd = &,l(H(,~03) + (1/2)121”~~)dx with v,(x) = 
9(%c - 121”/2), g is the generalized inverse of H’ (g is extended by 0 on (-oo,O), and by 
+cc on (supw+ h,+oo)), and Q~ = ~,(ll~Il~lc~~)) is uniquely determined by the condition 
J,<[ ,G(z) dx = II’uIlr,qw’~)~ 
We call (6) a “generalized Sobolev inequality” since for f(u) = ZL”~, nz E [(d - 1)/d, 11, it 
interpolates between the standard Sobolev inequality given by the injection fil(I@) of L2* (IF@) 
(rn = (d - 1)/d) and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (m = 1) with optimal constants (see [4]). 
11% shall refer to [7] for detailed conditions under which (6) can be proved by entropy methods 
and give only a short list of sufficient conditions (see Remark 1.1): 
f E C”(0, +CQ) is continuous at s = O+, strictly increasing, such that 
s H f’(s)/s belongs to L,&(O, +m) and f(u) < (d/(d - l))uf’(u) for 
any u > 0 (d > 3). If moreover, lim,,,o+ H’(u) > --co (which means 
m 5 l), there exists so > 0 such that f”(u) 2 0 for any u E [0, so), 
and there exists a constant CY E II% such that :L‘ H g(cr - (l/2)12/“) is in 
L’(nP). 
(7 
In the general case, we may define a relative entropy for (4) by 
C[r,v] = S( $ldrH @d.rt,) _ e7ndrH @--dT R Et” wm) + ;lxl’ (II - u;)) dn:, 
with R = eT, ,&x) = Rdg(R- (~‘L-l)d(c&M) - (1/2)l42)) such that ~~71~~~L~~1w~~~ = IIuII~~(~,~). 
Note that (1/2)1x1” = &(M) - R(T”-l)dH’(R-“u~): 0 = C[T,V~] = minC[7,z~]~ where the 
minimum is taken over {II E Lo : IIuljlL~(p) = I/ P&I~I~)}, by convexity of C[T, .I. 
R.EMARK 1. The sign of CE& depends on nl and on the choice of the primitive of f’(s)/s. The 
fmlction UZ has a compact support if and only if 17~ > 1. Both c~z and Ij u$, /I Lr (R<L) are bounded 
uniformly with respect to R, for R large enough. 
In the list (7) of sufficient conditions for (6) to hold. according to [7], an additional assumption 
on f has t,o be made (in order to ensure the existence of a,), which is not relevant to our purpose, 
at least for R large enough. 
In the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that f(s) = s”~~(s) with 
p E CO([O, fco)) n C’(0, +03), f > 0, $40) = 1, 
p’(s) = CJ (2) ) (k > -1) near s = O+, 
and suppose that there exists a function H with H”(s) = f’(s)/s, H(0) = 0, such that 
(771 - l)H(s) I f(s), ifs > 0. 
(8) 
(9) 
REMARK 1.2. A sufficient condition for (9) to hold is 
Assumption (9) is satisfied, for instance, if cp’ < 0 on (0, a) and cp’ 1 0 on (a, +m) for some 
a E [0, +cQ]. This covers a large class of nonlinearities, for instance, those which are sums of 
powers or correspond to diffusive limits in semiconductors [11,12] or granular media models. 
Note also that (7) combined with (9) implies nz 2 (d - 1)/d. 
Also, if the initial datum ~0 is a bounded function, the analysis which follows can be greatly 
simplified and, in particular, no assumption on the behavior at infinity of the nonlinearity f will 
be necessary to prove the main results of this paper. In this case, convergence rates in the L” 
norm will be also available, and hence, by interpolation, in LP(IWd) for all p E [l, +a]. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Under assumptions (7)-(g), if f is such that inequality (6) holds, then for each 
solution u of (41, there exist constants K > 0, 0 = min(2, d(k + 1)) > 0 such that for all r > 0, 
0 5 C[T,V] 5 KC+. 
Rates are as good as in the power-law case as soon as k 2 -(d - 2)/d (if the function cp is C’ 
at the origin, then /3 = 2). Then we may prove a result on the intermediate asymptotics of 
equation (1) under an adequate assumption on the behavior of f at infinity: 
REMARK 1.4. Note that if f is sublinear at 
earity at infinity. 
> 0, if ,772 E (1,2), 
(IO) 
> 0, if m E 
the origin, the above assumption forbids superlin- 
THEOREM 1.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, if f satisfies (lo), then for any solution u 
of (11, ast++oo, 
IIu(& .) - u,(t, .)lIL’(~‘l,U;~~l(t,3)dl) L Ct-(d(“-‘)+B’2)‘(2+(m-l)d), if 1 < rn 5 2, 
IIH(u)(t, .) - H(UDC))(r) .)IIL’(P”,dZ) I Ct-(“(m-‘)+P’2)‘(2+(m_l)d)l if (d - ‘) < m < 1. ~ 
d - 
2. PROOFS 
We first prove Theorem 1.3 using the scaling properties of the generalized Sobolev inequality, 
and then Theorem 1.5. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Let v be a solution of (4) and consider S(r) = Rnld JR<1 H(u/Rd) dx+ 
&,, (I/2) 1~1~~ dz with R = eT. A direct computation yields 
ds = dR’“d 
dr 
l,? ((n- 1)H ($) -f ($)) d:~:-~,,i:lr+R(~~~-‘)~~H’(~)~~ dx. (11) 
Next, we may use the scaling properties of the generalized Sobolev inequalities. To be precise, 
apply (6) with u replaced by R-“v(R-“(1-‘n)12 x) (here R is any positive constant). 
LEIVIMI-\ 2.1. If f is a nonlinearity for which (6) holds, then for any R > 0, v E L1(IWd), 
l,[ ( RmdH (5) - RmdH (f ) + ; lx12 (7, - u:)) dx 
3: + R+‘)dVH’ 
2 
dx. 
(12) 
With S,(r) := Rmd JR,, H(R- “~2) dx + JRr1(1x12/2)vk dx, (9), (ll), and (12) give 
$(S(r) - Sm(~)) + 2(S(7) -- &3(~)) I -&,(T)). (13) 
Since ~2 is a critical point of v H &,(RmdH(RPdv) + (1/2)v~~~~)dx under the constraint 
/l~lIL’(w”) = M, &Soo(r) = dRmdJ,,,((m - l)H(R- “vg) - f(R-%g)) dx = O(R-d(“+l)) by 
assumption (8) and Remark 1.1. Integrating (13), we obtain IS(r) - Soo(r)l < Ce-0’. I 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. Let v be defined by (3). We shall distinguish the cases rn < 1 and 
~II > 1. Without restriction, we may assume that lim,,+, H’(s) = 0 if ,772 < 1 and H’(O) = 0 if 
111 > 1. 
CASE 1 < 711 5 2. By the definition of the function ~5 and the Taylor formula, we have 
S(T) - S,(T) = ;R(‘“““‘/ “‘ipa:%’ (v - vg)‘dx, 
with ,u!‘~ = @u + (1 - Q)vg for some fun ction 6’ taking values in the interval [0, I] (here the integral 
is t,aken only on the support of ~1~). Let L1 > 0 be such that, for all s > L1, f’(s)FP’ > F1/2 
(see assumption (10)) and define cl := inf{,<lll ~‘(s)s~-‘~, which is a positive number by our 
assumptions on p. Then, if Al := {x E I@ : Bv + (1 - 0)~: 5 LIRd}, we find 
S(r) - &,(T) > 2 [ (wR)“-’ (v - ,I,:)~ dx + $R2-) /“, (w~)-‘~ (u -‘u-)” dx. 
‘ JAI L 
But for R sufficiently large, on A;, tuR 5 u, and hence, by 
JAi 
H6lder’s inequality, 
On the other hand, in the set Al, we can use classical arguments (see [4], for instance) to obtain 
Finally, since the functions II~ are uniformly bounded in L”(IR@) for large R, we prove the 
c%xistence of C > 0 such that for R large enough. 
C:ASE (d ~~ 1)/d 5 ?n < 1. We may rewrite S(r) up to a constant as 
S(T) = Rrnd l<, (H(s) -H’(s) $) dx=l,L (~-R(rn-l)dH’(~)~-l~~~) dx, 
\vith (11 = /L(U) := R’“dH(R-dv), u = RdHpl(Rwmd W) = p-l(w). Using Taylor’s formula with 
respect to w, we obtain 
with ‘l,jz = cl(vg): wR = 0w+(l-0)w g, for some 0 with values in [0, l]. Now let us choose L2 > 0 
such that for all s > L2, H”(s)s/lH’(~)1~ > L2/2 ( see assumption (10)). By our assumptions 
on p, if we define the set A2 := {x E Rd : p(L2Rd) 5 @p(v) + (1 - Q)p($,) 5 0}, then on 
A23 0 > tuR/Rd > R(“-1)dH(L2) + 0, while on As = IIXd \ Al, u 2 p-l(d) at least for R 
large enough. Also for R large enough, R(“-l)” H’ 1 (vE/Rd)l 2 (m/2(1 - v~))(,u~)‘~-‘. We can 
therefore find a positive constant C such that for 7 large enough, 
S(T) - S,(r) > c Az (vgy IWR~1’rrL-2 (w - ~~~’ dx 
.i 
+ &2(1-m) d
2 s Al 2(1: ,nz) (V?-’ b - WE)’ IT1 dx. 
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The integral on A2 can be treated classically as in [4] to obtain 
J’ 
Az (u;)~-~ ~~~~~~~~~ (UJ - w;)’ dx 
for some C > 0. On the other hand, we notice tIllat ‘/II ~ 1 < 0 and that, the funct,ions I!:, are 
uniformly bounded in L”(I@) for R large enough. Then, in t,he set As, we use the Cau~hy- 
Schwarz inequality 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.5, we have t,o make a change of variables t,o pass from t,he 
resealed function u solution of (4) to the urlscaled solution z1 of (1). and we havr also t,o measure 
the rate of convergence of UZ to II,. 
For R large, we have, in the case ‘~1 > 1, 
= (3 (R-q + CT.2 (lam(M) - c$&\f)I) , 
and in the case m < 1, 
= U (R-fl) + 0 (In,(M) - &Af)l) 
In both cases, the second term of the r.1i.s. is also of the order of R-f’(k+l): 
and because of our choice of H, the function .x H R(1-7’L)c’(c~,&(h~) - /xl’/2) tends t,o (1 (re- 
spectively, -03) when R + too and rn > 1 (respectively, IU, < 1). This and assumption (8) 
easily show that & converges to cy, as R goes to +cx). Finally, by (8), /oM(,ll) - &(M)( = 
qRpd(“+l)), 
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